
If there was ever any doubt of the

importance of the role of teachers in the

lives of our youth, this past year has

shown just how invaluable educators are.

After such a trying year, teachers and

students alike can benefit from using yoga

in the classroom or at home. 

Yoga increases healthy and effective

coping skills for stressful days. Learning

tools for self-regulation can help set

children and adolescents up for success as

an adult. These include meditation, deep

breathing and other centering exercises.

 

Yoga 
in the classroom



Relaxes the body, promoting better sleep

Promotes strong, flexible

Calms and clears the mind, bringing us

into the present moment

Relieves tension and stress

Increases concentration, focus and

attention span

Promotes thinking and memory

Stimulates auditory processing and

responsiveness

Expands imagination and creativity

Improves ability to be less reactive; more

mindful of thoughts, words and actions

 
 

benefits 

of yoga



Clear your mind
Take time to do something that helps you

unwind and center, if even just for a few

moments. It could be walking barefoot in the

grass, slowly sipping your morning cup of

coffee without scrolling on your phone, dusting

your shelves or taking three full, deep

breaths.

Keep it simple
Simple practices done consistently have a

longer, more sustainable impact than doing one

big practice every now and then. It doesn't

have to be grand — it just has to be.

 
 

tips for using yoga

in the classroom



Teach who is in your classroom
Adjust your lesson plans to serve the students who

are practicing with you. Align your yoga poses with

the climate of the classroom. For instance, if your

class is feeling hyperactive then make movement a

part of your lesson to get out some of those jitters.

Then, move into meditation and poses that promote

concentration. Maybe you have class right after lunch

and your students are feeling sleepy. In that case,

adjust your lesson to include more energetic poses.

Read the vibe
If your students are really enjoying a pose and their

concentration levels are high, let them stay in the pose

for a while and really enjoy the quiet concentration

and relaxation. Similarly, if your students are

struggling to get something just right or if they just

can’t focus, change things up! Keep it fun and

approachable.

tips for using yoga

in the classroom



Mindful Moments
A few short guided meditation

and mindfulness practices, as well

as a handful of movement

practices.

Playlist for K-12
Playlist of toddler, child and

preteen yoga classes

videos and

playlists

*video contents provided by Yoga Buzz in partnership with Schnucks, Oxygen Project, Yo Yo Yoga School,

Complete Harmony and Our Family's Doing Yoga

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRfTEMXZ_mvAY8UtY0WYCoIXt4f5hkD3i
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRfTEMXZ_mvBwff7n63iIVALBm0aq9Do0

